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an amateur/' and is modestly keeping silent, apply this writing to him-
self, and know that what he can say finds as large an audience as does the

technical paper of his professional brother.

OPENLETTERS.

On some mistaken estimates made by amateurs.

I do not wish to be understood as criticising adversely the literature
of the laboratory when I say that its influence has led to mistaken esti-

mates on the part of amateurs and school-teachers. The literature itself

embodies the results of a vast amount of painstaking research on the part
of students who have been able to give the Jabor of years to their favorite
pursuit. The amateur can give to botany but the few hours of an occa-
sional holiday. The student, with commendable zeal, puts devotion to
science first and the good of the individual second. We admire the
>corn with which he rejects the thought of "an indolent self-culture."
With the amateur the good of the individual should, just as clearly, come
first and botany second —very important, no doubt, but still second. It

should be valued directly in proportion as it ministers to his intellectual
needs. Does it help to a better style of life ? Does it help in the achieve-
ment of a higher manhood or womanhood ? Well, if not, drop it ! Here
is a fundamental distinction, so deep and far-reaching that I do not hesi-
tate to say, in all seriousness, that 1 consider the dead -in earnest labora-
tory- worker the last person qualified to pronounce an unbiased opinion
on the question, what work had best be undertaken by amateurs in

America.
The first, and least harmful, mistake made under the influence to

which I have alluded ia an extravagant overestimate of the educational
value of laboratory work. Both in the high school and college, so far as I

nave seen, it begets a spirit of inquiry into facts curious and interesting
enough in themselves, but of the relative significance of which no cogni-
zance is taken. The student does not "digest what he learns into leani-

ng- ' An elaborate thesis results, for instance, in comparing the cell-

structure of the leaves of this order of plants with the cell structure of the
waves of this other order of plants, the whole abundantly illustrated by an
elaborately prepared series of slides-and there it ends ! Xo generaliza-
tion of agreements or differences, no correlation of certain peculiarities

JJ
cell-structure with recognized natural affinities, not > much even as

t?e recognition oi an a priori probability that a general similarity or dis-

parity might obtain, which an examination of the facts showed was
not ^the case -nothing! Observation without judgment! Only this and
nothing more. Were a student, using a common pair of eyes, 'o do the

»me thing, comparing in this thoughtless way. for instance, the groas-

^atomyof the leaves in question, his teacher would tell him -and be
"ght in telling him-that his work was simply silly. I fail to perceive
aow the intervention of a compound microscope is going to stay the ver-

aict. Furthermore, it may be seriously questioned if the power of obser-
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all other things, can be made to subserve, viz.: training the mind to grasp
abstract ideas and to bring the various part^ of an extensive subject into
mental co-ordination. This is education, the very e nee of intellectual
power. Mind you, I am not discussing the advance of science; I am dis-
cussing the advance of man!

When George Eliot, one of the foremost philosophic minds of the
age, was finding pleasure in learning the names of the plants of Ilfra-
combe as • part of the tendency that is now constantlv growing in me to
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The death of Dr. DeBary.
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